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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCING THE SYSTEM
This disk operating system is for use with the 48K version of Oric-1,
but may be used with the Oric 16K with RAM upgrade.
The special feature of this system, apart from being compact,
elegant, efficient and easy to use, is the incorporation of the Hybrid
into the 34 way cable (the Hybrid consists of the ULA chip, the
Floppy Disk Controller chip and the ROM chip) which interfaces

with your Oric. The 'Byte Drive' 500 interface and software

is
designed to work with 3 inch and 5.25 inch disk drives. The storage
capacity of each disk is dependant upon which drive you buy. A 40
track disk drive of 5.25K per track, over two surfaces, will give you

440K storage. An 80 track disk drive will produce 880K per disk.
This DOS is designed to work with both 40 and 80 track diskettes.
The addition of this system to your Oric computer will provide
you with an extra l6K of storage for machine-language programs
(on ROM models only, 8K on EPROM models).
The 'Byte Drive' is a 3 inch disk unit which allows you to store up
to 440K of information on a double-sided 3 inch floppy diskette (40
tracks per surface).
The specially coated plastic diskette is permanently sealed in a
hard oblong plastic case.
The disk operating system, known as DOS (pronounced 'doss') is
a program that automatically keeps track of files; saves and retrieves
information, and does a multitude of other tasks. Learning to use
DOS, and the disk, will consist of learning some special DOS
commands which are described in this manual. These commands are
used as an extension to either BASIC or machine-language
programs.
Extra BASIC commands have also been added and some keys
function in a different way (see chapter 2). These changes have been
initiated in order to improve the performance of your computer and
extend the bounderies of usage.
With the purchase of this system, you will find that life with your
computer has automatically become more efficient and much faster,
with far greater capabilities than it ever had before.
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UNPACKING
Your 'Byte Drive' disk system consists of six items:
l. The disk drive.
2. The disk drive Power suPPlY.
3. Power supply cable.
4. The 34 way ribbon cable incorporating the Hybrid.
5. A double-iiAea diskette- side A is the System Master, side B is
left blank for use.
6. This manual.
Take all the items out carefully and assemble them according to
the diagram (See fig.

l)
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The end of the 34 way ribbon cable incorporating the Hybrid

plugs into the expansion port socket, located next-door to the 9 volt
po*er supply socket in your Oric. The other end of the ribbon cable
(which has a distinctive line down one side to indicate the position of
pin l) connects to the interface socket in the back of your disk drive8
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MAKE SURE THAT PIN 1 OF THE INTERFACE IS INSERTED
INTO THE PIN I POSITION OF THE INTERFACE SOCKET.
(See fie.2)
EACK VIEW

POWEA SUPPLY

POW€B SUPPLY FOR
OISK DRIVES

.a
BACK

VI€W

f.-..-1, f.--;;;],
'BYTE DRIVE

INTEFFACE SOCKET

The power cable connects the disk drive to the disk power supply
unit, which in turn is plugged in to the mains.
Do not forget when arranging your system, that the disk drive unit
should not be placed close to your T.V. set or you risk damage from
C.R.T. noise (see chapter 3, Playing Safe).
A feature of the'Byte Drive' unit is the system of interlocking lugs
which enable the disk drive and the disk power supply to be stacked
one on top of the other should you so wish.
So far, we have only talked about connecting one disk drive to
your Oric, however, the Oric is capable of running up to 4 disk
drives. Any additional disk drives can be added via clip-on 34 way
flat edge IDC connecters attached, at intervals, to the 34 way cable
(this process is commonly known as daisy-chaining).
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR'BYTE DRIVE'AND DISKETTES
unlike your computer, the disk drive is a mechanical device with
motors and moving parts. It should therefore be handled with care
and not dropped or banged in any way as this could cause it to malfunction. Also, as has already been mentioned, it should not be
placed in close proximity to your T.V. set or damage to the magnetic
properties
of the drive may result.
-

Unlike th e 5.25 inch diskette, the 3 inch diskette supplied with this
package is encased in a hard outer cover ( the 5.25 inch disk cover is
ihin and somewhat flexible and therefore easily damaged). Within
the hard plastic outer casing, the small plastic flexible disk ( hence
the term "floppy") spins freely. The surface of the disk has a magnetic coating on it, similar to recording tape, which allows information
to be stored and erased. Although essentially the 3 inch diskette is a
lot tougher than the 5.25 inch, it can still be damaged by heat, damp
or magnetic objects, so store it in a safe place.
With reasonable care, your diskette will give you an average life of
100 hours, which is a lot when you consider that it only takes a few
seconds to LOAD most programs.
When the diskette is pushed firmly but gently into the disk drive,
the "head" within the drive is lowered for use. To remove a diskette
from the drive, press the eject button beneath the disk slot.

*** PLEASE NOTE

*'r.{.

NEVER remove a diskette from the drive while the drive is in
action. You will always know when the drive is in action by the whirring and clicking noises it emits when in use.

10

CHAPTER 2
YOUR CHANGED COMPUTER
NEW BASIC COMMANDS AND
OTHER FUNCTIONS

-

-

You will already have noticed that, with the addition of the DOS,
your Oric is behaving in a subtly different way- extra BASIC
commands have been added and some keys now function in a different way. This chapter will discuss the implication of these.
The new BASIC commands that have now become a part of your
Oric's memory are:

WINDOW- allows independant scrolling windows to be set up on
the text screet.

,

INVBRSE- changes foreground and background colours to opposite number.

NORMAL- reverts back to normal colour conditions.
VTAB- allows you to set a vertical tab.
HTAB- allows you to set a horizontal tab.
ON ERROR
RESUME- avoids the halting of a program when an error occurs.

_

SWAP- exchanges the values of two variables.

LINE INPUT- inputs an entire line (up to 240 characters) into

a

string variable.

LWIDTH-

sets

width space for printer.

SYS- is a function which returns SYStem variables.

WINDOW

.

Upon booting, normal WINDOW conditions are established. Upon
use of the PAPER and INK commands two attribute 'cells' will be
reserved. (see fig.3)

ll
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The syntax for setting a WINDOW onto text is

WINDOW (left margin), (width), (top), (bottom)

If you were to

set a

WINDOW with the command

WINDOW 5,32,5,23
the result would be as shown in the diagram. (see fig.4)

More than one \ilINDOW may be set on your screen at any one
time, but allinstructions will refer to the last WINDOW specified. If
you wish to leave the WINDOW with its contents in view and return
to your first WINDOW to execute further commands, you may do
so by again typing the WINDOW command followed by that WINDOW's specifications.
To get back to normal WINDOW conditions, that were set upon
booting, simply type

WINDOW
and you will return to the default value.
You may, if you wish, use the space around your WINDOWs to
type in normal text. Use of the[ RETURN] key will place you back
into the last WINDOW specified.

INVERSE AND NORMAL
The new Basic command INVERSEwiII allow youto highlight parts
of text by inverting the foreground and background colours to their

opposite number. For example, if you were typing in

a

program with

white text on a black background, the use of the INVBRSE
command would alter the following text to black on a white background and would continue to do so until the NORMAL command
is employed. If, for instance, you wished to highlight the version
number of a series of programs bearing the same file name, the procedure would be as follows:

5

REMACCOUNTS
PRINT,ACCOUNTS,,;:INYERSE: PRINT /VERSION
10";:NORMAL

10

The same result may be achieved a lot quicker by using the Escape
keys 5 and 6 within the program (see Appendix B,I ESC] key codes).
13
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VTAB AND HTAB
The purpose of these commands is to move the cursor to the screen
positiorrnumber required. VTAB and HTAB use absolute moves,
for instance, no matter where the cursor is currently positioned (not
forgetting that the first left-most character is 0 and the right-most
39; the top-most character 0 and the bottom-most27), the command

VTAB 2O:HTAB 20: PRINT "HELLO/
would place the current cursor position 21 columns down from the
top and 2l character spaces along to the right of the left margin,
therefore placing you at position 20,20 on your screen, where it
would print the word HELLO.
The use of these two commands allows you to jump in and out of
any WINDOW at will (without breaking them!) not forgetting that
the use of theI RETURN] key will automatically place you back into
the default WINDOW, that is, the last WINDOW specified.
ON ERROR AND RESUME
The ON ERROR command is used to avoid halting the execution of
a program when an error occurs. Upon encountering an error the
ON ERROR command, most usefully placed near the beginning of a
program, will initiate a jump (JMP) to the indicated line number of a
specified error handling subroutine. For example

5 REMEXAMPLEPROGRAM
10 ON ERROR GOTO 2OO
20 SAYE'NEW FILE'
30 PROTECT 'NEW FILE'
40 ERASE 'NEW FILE'
50 STOP
60 (rest of program continues here)
2OO REM ERROR HANDLER
210 IF SYS(8) : 12 AND SYS(128)

FILE'

220

:

40

THEN FREE 'NEW

RESUME

In this example, after PROTECTing 'NEW FILE" in line 30, line 40
tries to ERASE it. As a PROTECTed file may not be ERASEd (see

PROTECT- FREE, Chapter 3) a ?FILE PROTECTED ERROR
t4

_
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message would normally occur which would halt your program.
With the use of the ON ERROR command in line 10, however, a
jump to line 200 is initiated. Line 210 then defines the type of error

committed (see table of error codes, Appendix C) and the line in
which it occurs with the use of SYS (see table of SYS codes,
Appendix D). The next command in line 210 then corrects the mistake by FREEing 'NEW FILE". The command RESUME in line
220 sends the program back to line 40, the line in whrch the error
occured. The error has now been rectified so the program may
continue.
If you were to type a similar program, but this time use the
command RESUME with NEXT-

5

REMEXAMPLEPROGRAM

10 ON ERROR GOTO 2OO
20 SAVE 'NEW FILE"
30 PROTECT "NEW FILE"
40 ERASE'NEW FILE'
50 STOP
60 (rest of program here)

2OO REM ERROR HANDLBR
2IO RESUME NEXT
after the jump to the error handling sub-routine, line 210 RESUME
NEXT would ignore the error in line 40 and continue execution of
the program from line 50.
Another way of using the RESUME command is with a specified
line number, for example

2IO

RESUME 80

would act in a similar manner to the GOTO instruction and place
you at the start of line 80. What this command in fact does, is reset
the error flag and processor stack.
We therefore have three ways of using the RESUME command:
RESUME- placing you back at the statement in which the error
occurs.

RESUME NEXT- execution resumes at the statement immediately
following the one which caused the error.

l5
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RESUME (line number)- execution resumes

at

specified line

number.

A RESUME statement may only be used in an error trapping
routine, it will otherwise be ignored.
Usingl CTRL] C within an ON ERROR GOTO program will
result in a jump to the error handling sub-routine.
If an error should occur within an error handling sub-routine, the
BASIC error message will be printed and execution terminated.
ICTRLI C is also ignored within an error handling routine.
Should you wish to disable the error trapping routine, execute an
ON ERROR BREAK
statement. Subsequent errors will then print the appropriate error
message and halt execution.

SWAP
The syntax for this new BASIC command is

SWAP (variable), (variable)

Any type variable may be SWAPped, but, the two variables to be
exchanged must be of the same type or a ?TYPE MISMATCH
ERROR will result. For example,

10 A$= " EAT ": B$= " LM
20 PRINT A$ C$ B$
30 SWAP A$,B$
40 PRINT A$ C$ B$

,,
": C$: TO

'r

RUN this program and you will seeEAT TO LIVE
LIVE TO EAT

LINE INPUT
Inputs an entire line of up to 240 characters to a string variable,
without the use of delimiters. The syntax is
LINE INPUT V$
LINE INPUT ('rprompt string";) V$
The prompt string (or string literal) is optional and, if used, is
printed on the screen before input is accepted. A question mark will
not be accepted unless it is part of the prompt string.
t6
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You may escape a LINE INPUT by typingl CTRL] C as the first
character, DOS will then return to command level. Typing CONT
resumes execution at the LINE INPUT.

LWIDTH

-

This new BASIC command is used to set the width of text when
sending data to the printer. For example,

LWIDTH

125

would set 125 character spaces per line for the following text to be
printed.
A width from I to 255 may be specified. The automatic default
width is 80.

-

SYS

The function SYS returns SYStem variables and may be used in
BASIC input lines. The following SYS statements are all trueSYS(O)- end

of file, channel0.

SYS(l)- end of file, channel

_

1.

SYS(2)- end of file, channel 2.
SYS(4)- CAPS mode on.
SYS(S)- last key pressed was an arrow key.

-

SYS(6)- currently executing in DO mode.
SYS(7)- last disk access revealed disk in drive.
SYS(8)- current BRROR number.
SYS(9)-

-

keyboard'blip' on.

SYS(10)- gives number of tracks on current drive.
SYS(11)- printer echo on (see[ ESC] 2).
SYS(12)- current drive number.
SYS(13)- VPOS (vertical position of cursor) 0to27

.

SYS(14)- HPOS (horizontal pos. of cursor) 0 to 39, replaces BASIC

POS function.
17
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SYS(16)- LPOS, returns current printer head position.
SYS(17)-

LWIDTH, returns current printer width'

SYS(20)-

MEMTYP, true for 64K Oric (false for 56K Oric).

SYS(22)- currently executing an ERROR handling sub-routine.
SYS(24) to SYS(127)- returns 0.
SYS(128)- current ERROR line.

THE KEYBOARD
The keyboard now has the addition of variable function keys. On
your System Master diskette you will find a program called
"CREATE FUNCTION KEYS' that will enable you to define the
use of these keys, which are -

tCTRLl0tot CTRLI9
Up to 25 characters for each one of these l0 keys are allowed to be
stored by the program.
If, for example, there was a program that you used regularly
called "AGAIN', with the information

RUN "AGAIN'
stored into[ CTRL] 0, 'AGAIN" may be RUN quickly, and at will,
with the use of[ CTRL] 0.
If you were to store PRINT "HELLO" into[ CTRL] 1, then pressing[ CTRL] 1 would produce

HELLO
OK

As already stated, 250 bytes have been allocated for this facility
(25* 10) which could prove to be very handy.
Definitions allocated to the keys may be changed by RUNning and modifying the program'CREATE FUNCTION KEYS'
on your System Master diskette.
18
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There is another way of defining the function keys, within programs, for local responses to input statements, for example

DEF KEY$(O)

= "YES" + CHR$(13)

This would define ICTRLI 0 as the response YES followed by a
carriage return. Therefore, the syntax for defining function keys in
this way would be DEF KEYS$t(0)-(9)l

= "STRING"

The variables will automatically default back to the values defined
by the 'CREATE FUNCTION KEYS' program on re-booting.

OTHER KEY FUNCTIONS. NEW SCREEN COMMANDS
With the booting of DOS some key functions have changed, they are
as follows:
UPPER AND LOWER CASE
You will notice that you no longer have the status line at the top of
your screen to signify whether you are in upper or lower case. To
shift modes now, both shift keys plus the [CTRLJ key must be
pressed simultaneously.t ESCI 3 may be used to force Capital mode.

CONTROL KEYS
With the booting of DOS you must ignore all previous Control Key
codes, they are now as follows:
ICTRLI A- copies text on screen, from current cursor position.
ICTRLI C- allows you to break out of a program.
ICTRLI D- scrolls one line at a time on the screen.
ICTRLI E- clears from current cursor position to end of line.
ICTRLI F- clears from current cursor position to end of page.
ICTRLI G- sounds the'bell'.
ICTRLI H- cursor left (non-destructive).
ICTRLI I- cursor right (non-destructive).
ICTRLI J- line-feed.
ICTRLI K- cursor up (non-destructive).
19
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ICTRLI L- sends a form feed (clear screen).
ICTRLI M- does an active carriage return.

I, J and K may be entered into PRINT
keys. All Control codes fromt CTRLI L
cursor
the
unlike
statements
M) may be entered into BASIC
(exceptingt
CTRLI
Z
tot CTRLI
lines.
input
Control codes H,

ESCAPE KEYS

With the introduction of DOS, extensive use of the escape keys has
been made available for use within programs. You now have instant
visual variety which may easily be entered into BASIC input lines
and then SAYEd onto disk.
Escape keys must be used by first pressing the[ ESC] key, releasing
it, and then pressing the other specified key.

onloff.
printer onloff.

IESCI 1- toggles sound
IESCI 2- toggles

IESCI 3- forces Capital mode.
IESCI 4- homes cursor without clearing screen'
IESCI 5- selects NORMAL mode.
IESCI 6- selects INVERSE mode.

IESCI @- selects BLACK foreground'
IESCI A- selects RED foreground.
IESCI B- selects GREEN foreground.
IBSCI C- selects YELLOW foreground.
IESCI D- selects BLUE foreground.
IESCI E- selects MAGENTA foreground.
IESCI F- selects CYAN foreground.
IESCI G- selects WHITE foreground.
IESCI H- standard character set.
IESCI I- alternate character set.
20
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IESCI J- standard character set, double height.
IESCI K- alternate character set, double height.
IESCI L- standard character set, normal height, flashing.
IESCI M- alternate character set, normal height, flashing.
IESCI N- standard character set, double height, flashing.
IESCI O- alternate character set, double height, flashing.
IESCI P- selects BLACK background.
IESCI Q- selects RED background.
IESCI R- selects GREEN background.
IESCI S- selects YELLOW background.
IESCI T- selects BLUE background.
IESCI U- selects MAGENTA background.
IESCI V- selects CYAN background.
[ESCI W- selects WHITE background.

All Escape codes may be entered into BASIC input lines provided
that they are within quotes, and not forgetting that they will not
appear on screen.

BASIC STATEMENTS ALTERED BY DOS

CALL
This command transfers control to a machine language sub-routine
at the address specified. It will call a 6502 assembly language subroutine and may have up to three parameters of one byte each. If
used the first value is placed in the 6502 Aregister, the next in the X
register and the last in the Y register. For example,

CALL 6900,32
would pass control to location 6900 and accumulator A would equal
32. Similarly, the command

CALL 6900,32,64,78
would pass control to location 6900 with accumulator A equalling
32, accumulator X equalling 64 and accumulator Y equalling 78.
21
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Upon return from the sub-routine, the registers are saved as the
default values for the next call.
INPUT
Now with the use of the new BASIC commands ON ERROR and
RESUME it is possible to trap an INPUT error. Instead of receiving
the normal ?REDO FROM START error message, you may now
trap the mistake with the error handling routine and the use of error
code 2 (bad input error) or error code 3 (null input error).
POKE
The POKEing of Hex locations with Hex arguments is now allowed.

POKE I,J

In the above example the integer expression I is the address of the
memory location to be POKEd and the integer expression J is the
data to be POKEd. Both I and J may be in the range of 0 to 65535
although only the Mod 255 of J is POKEd (the lower byte). For
example,
POKE+ FFFF, +FD07
would result in location + fFfF holding S 07.
RESTORE

You may now specify a line number when using RESTORE, which
will allow DATA statements to be re-read from a specified line. The
syntax isRESTORE (line number)

After a RESTORE statement

is executed, the next READ statement
first item in the first DATA statement in the program. If
a line number is specified, the next READ statement will access the
first item in the specified DATA statement.
accesses the

ON (expression) RESTORE (line numbers)
The value of (expression) determines which line number in the list
will be used for RESTOREing. For example if the value is three, the
third number in the list will be the destination of the DATA pointer
22
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(if the value is a non-integer, the fractional portion is rounded). If
the value of (expression)is zero or greater than the number of items
in the list (but less than or equal to 255), BASIC continues with the
next executable statement. If the value of (expression) is negative or
greater than255 you will receive the message?ILLEGAL QUANTITY BRROR
PRINT
The statement PRINT CLS, is now allowed in a program line, to
clear screen.

LPRINT
The statement LPRINT CLS, may be used to do a form feed by the

printer.

IF..THEN..ELSE

Now functions correctly, each ELSE will match to the

nearest

unmatched IF.

MEM(x)
The function FRE(x) has now been changed to MEM(x).

WAIT
The timing of the command

WAIT has now altered slightly.

GRAB- are no longer valid.

RELEASE

23
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PLAYING SAFE
First of all let's list a few important points so that we can protect
ourselves against any possible disaster. Some have already been
mentioned.
1.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR DISKETTE

It is quite possible to lose or destroy all information on a diskette.
be stored away from heat (it's hard luck if you live in the
Sahara!), damp, magnetic objects and any animals, or children with
inquisitive fingers. If a diskette isn't write-protected (see writeprotecting a disk, later on in this chapter) it may accidentally get
written over.

It should

NEVER SWITCH YOUR COMPUTER ON OR OFF WITH A
DISKETTE IN THE DRIVE, always remove it first.
NEVER REMOVE A DISKETTE FROM THE DRIVE WHILE
THE DRIVE IS IN ACTION. Either of these mistakes would probably result in complete corruption of the disk.
2. CRT NOISE

Always avoid close proximity of the disk drive to your Monitor or
T.V. set. This may corrupt data on your disk due to the strong magnetic forces from the Cathode Ray Tube. Never place your disk
drives underneath the Monitor unless they are in metal boxes.
3. COPYING A DISK

A diskette does not last forever, a lifetime of 100 working hours is
about average. It therefore seems sensible to keep more than one
copy of any important program that you do not wish to lose, this is
called 'backing up'.
If you are in the midst of re-writing or modifying a program, one
way to back up the program is to keep one or several copies of earlier
versions. This way, if anything should happen to your current program or, (Heaven forbid) there should be an unexpected power
25
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failure which erases your unsaved work, all will not be lost. While we
are on the subject of SAVEing, it is not a bad idea to SAYE a
developing program periodically (with a new version number, see
next paragraph) perhaps every l5 or 20 minutes just in case of power
failures. You can continue to work immediately after SAVEing the
current state of the program- just be sure to assign a new version
number for the next SAVE. If the diskette starts filling up you can,
of course, ERASE some of the earlier versions. Keeping earlier
versions can make good sense as not all revisions are necessarily an
improvement on the original. The easiest way of storing these
versions is to end each file name with a number, which changes with
each version. For example, suppose you write a program called
ACCOUNTS. The first time you SAYE the program, save it under
the name ACCOUNTS-I. The second time you work on the program, save it under the name ACCOUNTS-2; the third time it
becomes ACCOUNTS-3, and so on. The largest number will represent the most recent program.
When you hear the phrase 'a back up disk', this means that a
second diskette has been used to store data from an original disk. In
other words, you now have two diskettes holding identical programs. There are two approaches to backing up in this fashion. The
first method, using one disk drive, is to simply SAVE the program
on one diskette, remove that diskette from the drive, insert another
diskette and SAVE the program again. The second approach
involves duplicating all the programs from one diskette onto
another. Details of the second approach are discussed in the next
section.
4. BACK UP DISK

It is especially important for the security of the System Master
disk to 'back up' the diskette in case anything should happen to it.
This is performed by use of the 'BACKUP" program which you will
find on your System Master disk. Place the diskette into the drive
and
RUN'BACKUP'
The "COPY" program on your System Master will copy any program from one disk to another. Place your System Master into the
drive and
26
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RUN'COPY'
5. PROTECT- FREE

PROTECT is an extremely useful command, it enables you to prevent a particular program from accidentally being erased. For
example, a program named 'SPEECH" can be protected by the
command

PROTECT'SPEECH'
In the DlRectory of this diskette's contents, the "SPEECH" file
name will be shown in INVERSE mode.
It is equally simple to free a program. Type
FREE'SPBECH'
If you try to ERASE or RENAME a file that is protected, you'll
receive the message

?FILE PROTECTED ERROP.
This message will also be seen if you attempt to SAYE a file using
the name of a PROTECTed file and the file you are trying to SAYE
is in the same language as the PROTECTed file.
6. WRITE PROTECTING A DISK
The PROTECT command will protect any particular file, but you
will occasionally want to protect allfiles on a diskette. To make sure
that they are not accidentally written over and therefore lost, you
must 'write-protect' the diskette. If you study the diagram (fig. 5),
you will notice two tabs on the top edge of the diskette- on one side
marked A, on the other B.
TAB

TAB
WRITE.PROTECT
CU T-OUT

WRITE- P ROTECI
CUT.OUT

FlG 5
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Click across the tab on side A and side A immediately becomes
'write-protected'. The same applies to side B. Note that the System
Master diskette comes with the tab across so that it is 'writeprotected' when you receive it.
If you wish to re-use the 'write-protected' diskette, simply push
the tab back over to cover the write-protect cut-out.

28
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CHAPTER 4
GETTING GOING
I assume before we get started that you are familiar with the oric and
are capable of writing simple BASIC programs. However, in order
to use the disk and it's operating system it is necessary to learn a few
new and special instructions. DOS commands behave in exactly the
same way as BASIC commands.

To enilose the names of special keys on your Oric keyboard, this
manual uses the square brackets[] .
IRETURNI means that you should press the key marked
'RETURN". You must always press the[RETURN] key after each
instruction.t DELI means press the key marked "DEL" etc..
The Control key[ CTRL] is a little different. You should press the
key marked 'CTRL' and continue holding it down while you type
another key. For example,[ CTRL] F means type the "F" key whilst
at the same time holding down thel CTRL] key.
The Escape keyt ESCI must be pressed and then released before
pressing the following keY code.
Characters typed while holding down the[ CTRL] orlESCI keys
do not appear on the screen, although you may use[ CTRL] A (copy)
to pass over ESC attributes.

BOOTING THE DOS
The process of adding the DOS commands to the BASIC in your
Oric is called booting the disk.
With this manual you will receive a double-sided 3 inch diskette.
On side A you will find the System Master, side B is unformatted'
The System Master is a very special diskette, it contains many useful
programs that demonstrate the various capabilities of DOS. Treat
your System Master diskette carefully and store it where it cannot be
damaged by heat, damp, magnetic objects or rampaging children.
Once you have the system set-up, switch onNow, to boot the system, all you have to do is insert side A of the
diskette, the System Master, into the slot provided in your drive,
push home firmly but gently and- Voila! (see fig.6)
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You will hear a whirring noise from the drive as DOS is booted,
when this finishes, booting is complete. You will notice a light on the
drive, this shows green when side A of your diskette is in use- and red
for side B.
PROBLEMS WITH BOOTING

If you can't boot the System Master diskette sucessfully, please
re-read the manual carefully to ensure you have made no mistakes.
It is possible, though unlikely (earthquakes excepting) that the
connectors to the disk drive may have worked a bit loose. If this is
the case, you must switch off the computer and check that the cable
is firmly pushed into place in the drive and the computer, the unit
should now work. If it doesn't, see your dealer. Don't make any
further adjustments.
FORMATTING DISKETTES
When a diskette is manufactured it is just like a blank tape for a
tape recorder and contains no information at all. The blank disk
must be prepared to receive information, this is called FORMATing.
When you FORMAT a disk, the program writes concentric circles
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(called tracks) onto the blank disk so that the disk knows where to

write information later.
The FORMAT command must be used to FORMAT a blank
diskette and requires the use of a BASIC program called the 'Greeting' program, erery time you boot the diskette the program will then
be run automatically. It helps to keep life simple if you use a standard name for all greetings programs as you FORMAT diskettes,
which could be called "HI GORGEOUS", 'HERE WE GO
AGAIN' or anything you like, but is commonly named'HELLO"'
Anyway, let's take your blank diskette and go through the
motions of FoRMATing. Once the system has been booted (you will
notice that there is now no status line to signify Caps mode), place
the diskette into the drive and then type the greeting program
10
20
30
40

REM AUTO.BOOT PROG
CLS: PRINT,DISK 1,,
PRINT: PRINT,,BY MARY ON
NEW

l JANUARY

1984,

I must point out that it is not necessary to add line 40 to your
program, although it is certainly a good habit to get into. It ensures
ihat .ro parts of the greetings program can interfere with any subsequent programs should you forget to type NEW before starting.
At this stage DO NOT RUN or the program will disappear due to
instruction 40. Type
FORMAT'HELLO"
PressI RETURN] key and the diskette will spin for approximately
for BASIC and the message

25 seconds. The prompt character

OK

will be displayed when FORMATing is complete.
NEVER REMOVE A DISKETTE FROM THE DRIVE WHEN
THE DRIVE IS IN ACTION as this will result in corruption of the
diskette. When the diskette has been FORMATed, remove it from
the drive and label it. The label should say something like
Diskette created

I JanuarY

1984
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so that you know that

it isn't just a blank diskette. Now, if you

reboot the diskette, the screen should read:

DISK 1
BY MARY ON

l JANUARY

1984

Once a blank diskette has been FORMATed it will automatically
boot DOS itself, there is no need to use the System Master. You may
now use the formatted diskette for experimentation.

DOS, LOAD-ING AND SAVE.ING
The procedure to

LOAD, RUN or SAVE a program on disk is the
that-

same as the corresponding operations using the cassette, except

l.

Everything happens approximately 200 times faster, and you
don't need to press buttons for play, record or rewind.
2. The programs are referenced by a file name.
You will find that life with your computer is a lot easier using the
disk, as compared to the cassette tape, with the automatic running of
programs and the directory of files. Saving data on text files is also
relatively simple (see chapter 6). There is no need to give your cassette away however, as it can still be useful as back-up storage for
data (although disk storage has proved to be more reliable).
To transfer the programs you have saved on cassette tape to disk,
RUN "CASSETTE LOADER' on your System Master disk.
Boot the system with your formatted diskette. Type

NEW (unless it is already in the greetings program)
to ensure that there are no programs in memory. This will erase your
greeting program from memory (but not from the diskette) which is
LOADed and RUN when you booted DOS. Then type this simple

program:

32
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REM COUNT PROGRAM

20
30
40
50

FORB=1TO
PRINT B,
NEXT B
END
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RUN it a couple of times to make sure it works as expected. In
BASIC, when the program is RUN you will see this:

1234s6
789r0
Since this program counts from one to ten, for reference purposes
you could call it 'ONE TO TBN'. In order to store this program on
the diskette, type the instruction

-

SAVE'ONE TO TEN"

The program will then be saved after you have pressed the
IRETURNJ key.
To prove that the program has been SAVEd on the diskette and
still operates properly, do the following. First type

LIST
then

RUN

This will demonstrate that using DOS to SAVE a program on a
diskette does not affect the program in any way. Now type
NEW
then

LIST

-

The program has now gone, it disappeared when you typed NEW.
To make sure this has really happened, you can take the diskette

out and turn off the computer (by removing the 9 volt power
supply). Plug the computer back in again, replace the diskette into
the drive and type NEW (if it is not already in your greeting program) then LIST. You will find nothing there. Now type

LOAD'ONE TO TEN'
The disk will whirr for a few seconds, then

LIST and there it is-

-

RUN and it will prove itself.
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That is all there is to SAVEing and LOADing programs from
disk. It is as simple as, but much faster than, using the cassette tape
except that a file name is used.
DIRECTORY
To

see

what programs you have stored on a given disk, type the

command

DIR
and a list of the programs stored on the diskette will appear. If
your programs were written in BASIC, right now your diskette's
directory should look like this:

-..

TRACK DISKETTE...

O4O

BAS OOl HELLO
BAS OOl ONE TO TEN
DRO 4OO SECTORS FRBE

The letters BAS in the left column mean that the programs are in
BASIC.
Besides BASIC programs, there are other kinds of files that can be
stored and they will be described in Chapters 6, 7 and 9. The
numbers after the file type letter represent the length of the stored
program. In this case the number column describes the number of
sectors used, for example:
BAS

OOT

uses

I

HELLO

sector.

DRO tells you that you are looking at the DlRectory of the disk in
drive 0, and displays how many free sectors are still available for use
(the disk actually has 440 sectors but the DOS boot takes 27 sectors

andthedirectory l1).
When looking at the DlRectory there is no way of telling which is
the greeting program, so that is why it is wise to always give your
greeting program the same name.
The T.V. screen lists 16 program names at a time, however, there
will be occasions when you may have more than 16 programs listed
on a diskette. In order to see the remainder of the list, press any key
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CTRL] key or the[ SHIFT] key. Also, with the booting of
DOS, when you now LIST a program's contents, only the first
'page' of the program will be Shown on screen. To see the next 'page'
except thel

press any key.

ERASE

If you wish to erase a file from your diskette the procedure is very
simple. Type
DIR
again to see the two files that are on your diskette. Now type

LOAD "ONE TO TEN'
To erase this program you must type

ERASB'ONE TO TEN'

-

and to test that you have been successful, type

DIR

'

Only the program called 'HELLO' is left, but since the program
'ONE TO TEN" is still in memory (don't forget you LOADed it),
you can put it back onto the diskette with the command

SAYE'ONE TO TEN'
You can check that the program has been replaced on the diskette
by looking at the DlRectory.
Any attempt to ERASE a file that is not on the diskette will be met
with a
?FILE NOT FOUND ERROR
message.

VERIFY
This DOS command is another way of checking to see if a program is safely on disk. If you have an important program in memory
that you have just SAVEd to disk it is as well to use this command
before clearing memory.

-

VERIFY'ACCOUNTS/
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would load the file named 'ACCOUNTS" into the DOS internal
buffers and check to see if the data is readable off disk. If all is well
you will receive the usual OK message, if not, then the appropriate
ERROR message will appear. VERIFY will verify text files (see
chapter 6) only when CLOSEd.
RENAME
The DOS command RENAME enables you to alter the name of
any file held on disk. Supposing you had a file called "RAGS" and
wished to change the name to "RICHES", you would type

RENAME /RAGS' TO'RICHES'
When RENAMEing a file, if you attempt to use a file name
already in existance, you will receive the message
?DUPLICATE FILE NAME ERROR

And

if

you attempt to RENAME a file which does not exist on

disk, the

?FILE NOT FOUND ERROR
message
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DISK DRIVE OPTION
The disk drive option allows you to operate with more than one
drive. The interface has the ability to control from one to four
drives. Normally, instructions refer to drive 0 (your first disk drive)
which is then called the default drive. If you don't specify a drive,
drive 0 will be used. DOS must always be booted from a disk in drive
0, in order to use one of the other drives. If you wish to specify drive
I , 2 or 3, you must use the notation Dl (D2, D3) separated from the
file name by a comma. For example, to FORMAT a diskette in drive
1 (2, 3) after typing in the greeting program, you would use the
instruction

FORMAT 'IHELLO'I, Dl(D2, D3)
If drive t has been specified this now becomes the default drive
and all further disk commands will refer to drive I until drive 0 is
again specified.

After the diskette in drive t has been formatted,the command

DIR
will list all the files stored on the diskette in drive 1. If you wish to
look at the contents in drive 0 (2, 3) use the notation D0 (D2, D3)
separated from the file name by a comma. For example
DIR, D0 (D2, D3)
You will then be able to see the contents of the diskette in drive 0
(2, 3) and the default drive will then become drive 0 (2, 3).
SYNTAX
Statements must be correctly formulated. Syntax refers to the
structure of a computer command, for instance, incorrect order or
wrong use of the comma will result in the

?SYNTAX ERROR
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message appearing. The syntax

for the FORMAT command is

FORMAT'HELLO'(, D2)
or in other words

FORMAT "program name" (, specified drive)
The command name (in this case FORMAT) must always be typed
in capitals, followed by the program or file name in quotes, then (if
more that one drive is in use) comma, followed by the drive number.

LOAD, RUN AND SAVE ON DISK
If you have a program in BASIC that you want to keep and wish to
call it "CHRIS", type
SAVE'CHRIS"
and it will be saved onto the diskette in the default drive (the drive
from which you booted DOS- unless you specified a different drive
after booting). You can specify the drive number, as with the

FORMAT command. For example, to SAVE a file called
"LIONEL'to the diskette in drive 3 you would command
SAVE'LIONEL" D3

The program name is the file name and must follow the file name
rules: they may be tp to 29 characters long and may include any
characters you can type except commas. For example

'ACCOUNTS:1983"
,CATS RULE. OK!'
,CROWDERS?'
,OLIVER'S PROGRESS'
Files of the same name may not be stored on a diskette. If you
attempt to SAVE a BASIC program called 'LIONEL' onto a
diskette in drive 3 and a BASIC file already existed in that name,
then the new file would ERASE the old and replace it. If however a
BINARY file called 'LIONEL' existed on that diskette, attempting
to save your BASIC file would result in the

?DUPLICATE FILE NAME ERROR
message being received.
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If there is a program in the directory called 'OF BULL"
wish to LOAD it, you would use the command
LOAD 'OF BULL'

5

Options

and you

You will then want to it to RUN, so type
RUN
However, you may do it in just one stepRUN "OF BULL"

This is a DOS command that first LOADs the specified file and
then RUNs it. The following is the syntax for the SAVE, LOAD and
RUN commands:
SAVE "file name" (, specified drive if more than one in use)
LOAD "file name" (, specified drive if more than one in use)
RUN "file name" (, specified drive if more than one in use)

If you should get a ?SYNTAX ERROR message when trying to
SAVE a program, you have either made a typing error or, DOS isn't
booted.
If something has damaged your diskette or if it is not formatted,
the message

?BAD READ ERROR

will appear.
If you try to LOAD the name of a program which is not on the
diskette in the drive you will get the message
?FILE NOT FOUND ERROR

Look at the directory to find out the file's exact file name and
make sure you have typed it correctly.

ERASE
To get rid
command

of a file you no longer require on a diskette,

the

ERASE
may be used. The syntax is

ERASE "file name" (, specified drive if more than one in use)
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For example, the command
ERASE /THE

TITANIC" D2

will

file named 'THE TITANIC' from the diskette in

erase the

drive 2. The appropriate sectors on this diskette are now 'set free' for
future data.

40
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TEXT FILES
You may sometimes wish to use the disk to store information that
is not a program, for example mailing lists, word-guessing games,
intermediate results of a calculation or copies of correspondence. A
text (or alternatively, data) file will allow you to do this and more.
There are two types of text files:
1. Sequential
2. Random-access

Both store strings of ASCII codes to represent the data, but in
different format.
The letters:
SBQ for sequential, and
RAN for random-access

mark text files in the DlRectory.
Text files are created and retrieved using DOS commands in a
BASIC program. A text file may be created using a program written
in one language and retrieved from a diskette using a program in
another language.
Programs must be written that send and retrieve data from a text
file using the DOS commands
OPEN
CLOSE
INPUT #
wRrrE +
LINE INPUT +
DO

An attempt to use the DOS commands LOAD, RUN, MLOAD,
MRUN with a text file will result in the
?FILE TYPE MISMATCH ERROR
message appearing. LOAD and RUN expect a BASIC program
file- MLOAD and MRUN expect aBINARY machine-language file,
not a text file.

4l
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The DOS commands

PROTECT and FREE
ERASE
RENAME

DIR
also work with text files, in the same way that they work with
program files.

CHANNELS
With this version of DOS, three channels have been made available for use with text files, this will enable you to OPEN three files
simultaneously (only 2 random-access files, channels 0 and 1, may
be OPEN at any one time). It will then be possible to read from one
or more files whilst writing to and modifying another. Because of
this, a channel number must be specified when using text files. The
notations for channels 0 to 2 are as follows:
$0 channel zero
channel one
tr2 channel two

fl

Each channel buffer may contain only 510 bytes. As the buffer
fills up, the earliest information stored will, automatically, be sent
back to disk. The command CLOSE flushes oll memory contained
in the DOS buffers back to disk. You may occasionally receive the
message

?CHANNBL MODE BRROR
which can be caused by a variety of mistakes including-

wRrrE+
INPUT +
GEr +
PUT #
without OPENing

PUr +
GEr +
to a sequential file
42
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WRITE+ to an "I" mode file
INPUT $ from anttO't mode file
INPUT S before GET +
WRITE+ before PUT #
in random-access files

SEQENTIAL TEXT FILES

IMODE/OMODE/AMODE
The Input mode must be specified when reading from a sequential
text file, similarly, the Output mode must be specified when writing
to a sequential text file. The Append mode must be specified when
adding data to a sequential text file. The notations

'I'- for Input mode
'O'- for Output

'A'-

mode

for Append mode

must be used when OPENing a sequential text file.

EXAMPLES OF SEQUENTIAL TEXT FILES
When information is to be retrieved from a file in linear fashion,
sequential text files should be used. The following steps are required
to create a sequential file1. OPEN "0", +Or"file name"- open the file in

"0" mode.
2. WRITESO,A$;B$;C$- write data to the file using the WRITE+
statement.
3. CLOSE

f0-

close the

file and the channel.

To access data from the file-

"I',

+0,,'file name"- open the file in "I" mode.
2. INPUT #0,X$,Y$,2$- read data from the file into the program
1. OPEN

using

INPUT$

3. CLOSE S0- close the file and the channel.
Here are two programs. The first creates a text file on the diskette
called 'TRADBS OR PROFESSIONS'. The second retrieves the
data stored in the text file from the diskette.
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This program creates a text file named /TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1" (file names must be no longer than 29 characters) containing the words ARCHITECT, BARRISTER, CARPENTER,
DENTIST, ENGINEER, FARRIER, GBOLOGIST,
HORTICULTURIST, IMPORTER.

10 REM TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1
20 opEN '0" +I,"TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1'
30 WRITE + L, ',ARCHITBCT',
40 WRITB + 1, 'BARRISTER',
50 WRITE + 1, "CARPENTER',
60 WRITE+ 1, "DBNTIST',
70 WRITE# 1, 'ENGINEER/
80 WRITB+ 1,'FARRIER'
90 WRITE + 1, 'GEOLOGIST'
100 WRITE+ 1,'HORTICULTURIST'
110 WRITE# 1, 'IMPORTER/
120 cl,osE+ I
130 END

Line 20 OPENs the file in Output mode by using the normal
format for sending a DOS command from within a BASIC program. If it was not already there, OPEN places the text file named
'TRADES ORPROFESSIONS 1" in the DlRectory.
Lines 30 to I l0 write information to the disk.
Line 120 CLOSEs the channel, and ends the file-writing process.
After you have RUN this program, a file called 'TRADES OR
PROFESSIONS f is created on the diskette which will be marked
by the letters SEQ in the directory to indicate that it is a sequential
text file.
CARRAGE RETURN
In the program above 'return' assumes the identity of a charocter
rather than an action. The 'return' character, which has the ASCII
code 13, is automatically sent at the end of every WRITB$
statement which does not end with a comma or a semicolon.
The file consists of items of data or information separated by
RBTURNs. Each item of data, ending with the'return'character, is
called a 'record'. Each record is stored in the text file as a series of
characters represented by their ASCII codes. The 'return' character
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(ASCII l3) must be the last character in each record. For example

ASCII:

ARCHITECT'return'

65 82 67 72 73 84 69 67 73 13
(
10 Bytes in this record )

The beginning of one record is stored immediately after the
'return' character from the preceding record, in other words,
sequentially, which is why '/TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1" is

called a sequential text file.
A sequential text file is a chain of records, containing a series of
ASCII coded characters (or bytes), stored on the diskette with no
gaps left between them. Thqy may be of different lengths.
Okay, so now you have your text file "TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1" on the diskette, the next question is "How do I retrieve it? "
In general, a program to retrieve a text file must be designed around
the specific file, the following BASIC program will do this for you:

10 REM RETRIEVE TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1
20 0PEN "I", fl, ',TRADES ORPROFESSIONS 1'
30 FORI = 1T09
40 rNPUT+1, A$ (r)
50 NEXT I
60 cl,osE+ 1
70 PRrNT A$(1),A$(9)
80 END
Line 20 OPENs the file.

INPUTS statements refer to the the data in the 'TRADES OR
PROFESSIONS 1' file on diskette, instead of from a BASIC data
statement. In other words, the disk will be supplying the responses.
The INPUT S command causes a complete record, ending with
'return', to be 'typed in' to the Oric. Following INPUT S commands
will cause subsequent records to be read in.
Lines 30 to 50 cause DOS to start at the beginning of file
'TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1" and retrieve the 9 records which
are placed in the array A$(l), A$(2), A$(3), A$(4), A$(5), A$(6),
A$(7), A$(8), A$(9). Anyconstantvaluewithin DOSmaybeaccepted
as a variable.
Line 80 CLOSEs the channel and sends the file back to disk.
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RUN and you should see the words ARCHITECT and IMPORTER
appear on the screen. You may check the contents of the other
records by using the direct PRINT command (eg. PRINT A$(2)
would : BARRISTER etc..)
There is another way to write a program which creates a sequential
file, giving us exactly the same information as "TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1",let's call it "TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 2". This
program contains all the same words as in "TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 1", but they are all contained within one record which is
separated into 'fields' by commas. An INPUT f statement with (in
this case) 9 variables can be used to retrieve the separate names.

10
20
30

REM TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 2
0PEN "0", #1, ',TRADES OR PROFESSIONS 2',
WRITE +1, 'ARCHITECT, BARRISTER, CARPEN.

TER,";
40 WRITE+1,'DENTIST, ENGINEER,FARRIER,";

50 WRITE+l,',GEOLOGIST, HORTICULTURIST,
IMPORTER'

60 cLosE+ 1
10 END
Notice that the WRITEtr command in lines 30 and 40 end with a
A semicolon at the end of a WRITE S command stops
the automatic printing of the 'return' character after the last data
character. This therefore enables all the characters in lines 30, 40,
and 50 to be entered on disk within one record (which must not
exceed 256 characters). Line 50's WRITE f command ends without
a semicolon thus allowing the automatic final 'return' character to
be sent at last, which ends the record.
When WRITEing to the disk, the items of data contained within
the record and separated by commas, are known as fields and will be
concatenated (or linked together) with no intervening spaces inserted. Also, at the end of a WRITES command, a comma has the
same effect as a semicolon and no final 'return' character is sent.
semicolon.

10 REM RETRIEYB PREYIOUS DATA
20 0PBN ',I" +1,',TRADES ORPROFESSIONS
30 INPUT+1,A$,8$,C$,D$,E$,F$,G$,H$,I$
40 cl,osE+l
50 END
46
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The above program retrieves the information from 'TRADES
OR PROFFESSIONS 2", A$= "ARCHITECT", B$= "BARISTER', C$: "CARPENTER' and so on. Another way to do this
would be to use the LINE INPUT S command10 REM RETRIEVING DATA WITH LINE INPUT +
20 oPEN ',I" +I,',TRADES OR PROFBSSIONS 2',
30 LINE INPUT +1,A$
40 cl,osE+1
50

END

In line 30 the LINE INPUTf command would input the whole
: ARCHTICTECT, BARRISTER, CARPENTER..etc.
When reading from a file it is possible to overshoot the end of the
file. If this happens a null string is returned and the end of file
record ignoring all delimiters and variable A$ would

marker is set.
OPEN AND CLOSE

In this section we will discuss the importance of the OPEN and
CLOSE commands when using text files.
Before you create a text file you must OPEN it. When you have
finished you must CLOSE it. The same applies when retrieving a text
file: OPEN before reading and CLOSE when you have finished.
OPBN sets aside workspace in the Oric and gets the system ready to
read or write fromthebeginning of the file. OPEN alsocauses'$$$' to
be placed in the DlRectory in anticipation of receiving a text file.
When the file is CLOSEd '$$$' will be replaced by the notation for the
text file type (either SEQ or RAN).

OPEN "O" does an automatic ERASE of the specified file and
creates a new file in that name thus avoiding any possible mixing of
the old file and the new.
All files that have been OPENed must be CLOSEd. Failure to
CLOSE a file, that was opened and written to, would almost certainly result in corruption of that file and possible damage to other
files.

The CLOSE tr command releases the workspace in the Oric and
sends the file contained in the specified channel back to disk. Using

the CLOSE command without the channel specification will
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CLOSE all OPEN files in every channel, with the exception of any
file being used by the DO command (DO files will be discussed later).
If you type
CLOSE
all files (except a DO file) will be CLOSEd.
The command OPEN sometimes CLOSEs too. OPEN checks
first to see if the channel is already OPEN, if so, it CLOSEs it before
re-OPENing it.

INPUT + AND WRITE +
A WRITE command sends all characters to a file buffer reserved
in memory and when that is full, to the diskette.
Once the DOS command INPUT tr is executed, any subsequent
statements refer to the specified file. INPUT S like WRITE fl., must
be preceded by OPENing the file and, at the risk of becoming
boring, I must repeat that all files must be CLOSEd after use.
APPEND MODE
The command OPEN "A" opens a sequential text file in Output
mode withozl ERASEing it. This command is used when you wish
to add information to a sequential file. For example,

OPEN 'A" +o,'DATA FILE'
(the next statement must be a WRITE S statement)
would open the sequential file named 'DATA FILE" in Output
mode and place you at the end of the file so that you may WRITE f
to the next available record.

TYPE
The command TYPE allows you to take a peep at
out having to OPEN it:

a

text file, with-

TYPE'WRITBR"DO
would place the contents of the text file 'WRITER", from the disk
currently in drive 0, onto the screen for viewing. Starting from
record 0, the contents of the file will be listed out until you press
ICTRLI S, which halts output. When you press[ CTRL] S again, the
file's contents will continue scrolling across your screen. Pressing
any other key would abort TYPE.
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RANDOM.ACCESS FILES
The biggest advantage to random files is that data can be accessed
randomly, ie., anywhere on the disk- it is not necessary to read
through all the information as with sequential files. The constant
access time for.accessing any record from a random file is .2 sec. The
information is stored and accessed in distinct units called records
and each record is numbered.

A random-access text file can be compared to a collection of
equally sized boxes- some may be full, others empty. Each box is
called a record. Random-access file records may be any specified
length. When you OPEN a random-access file you must specify the
length in bytes that you wish to set aside for each record contained in
that file. The length specification is only valid when OPENing the
random file for the first time- on subsequent OPENings of the file
the length specification will be ignored and therefore need not be
typed. The record length in a file must be greater than I but no more
than255.If you only needto use half the quantity of bytes for certain
records in this file the rest of the record will remain empty, so
random-access files do not neces$arily represent efficient use of
space. However, because of the regular set-up of these files, it is fast
and easy to retrieve or modify information from any part of the file.
Random-access files are of most use to you when individual pieces
of information in a file need to be changed fairly often, for example,
a file containing a mailing list. Fast access to various parts of the file
is possible.
When using random-access files, the creation and retrieval is very
similar to sequential text files. The command to OPEN a randomaccess file becomes
OPEN "R", # 0, "file name" (, L record length)
Random-access files do not use the Input and Output modes, but,
the command OPEN must always have the addition of "R" to
signify Random mode. When you OPEN a random file, one sector is
automatically set aside for data, and one for 'looking up', therefore
random files use a minimum of 2 sectors per file. The channel
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number follows, then the file name and the optional specified record
length. If a record length is not specified then the automatic default
value of 127 bytes per record is allocated. Once the record length of a
file has been enforced, it may not be changed-

OPEN "R", # 0,"file name",L120
This example shows a record length of 120 which means, in effect,
that l2l bytes from 0 to I 20 will be the reserved record length for this
file.
NOTE: Random files may not be OPENed on write-protected disks.

PUr +
Each time a PUT S statement is executed, a record is written to the

file:
PUT +0 (,record number)
As you can see from the syntax, the record number parameter is
optional. If you were to-

PUr+0
without a record number, data would be sent to the next numerical
record after the last one specified. PUT f automatically defaults to 0
when a random file is opened. Here is an example of how to create a
random text file and access a specific record:
10
20
30

40
50
60

REM CREATE MAILING LIST
LINE INPUT "NAME: ";N$
OPEN',R" +0,',MAILING LIST"Lso
PUT#0,1
WRITE +0,N$

cl,osE+0

This program asks for a name (N$), then sends it to record I of a
file called 'MAILING LIST/ in channel0, with a specified record
length of 50 bytes. PUTS must always be followed by WRITES.
WRITE ft without a PUT tr statement will result in the data being
ignored.

GEr +
50
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The command GET S enables you to easily access any record from
the file, for example
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

REM RETRIEVE RECORD FROM FILE
OPEN'R", +O, "MAILING LIST'
GET+0,1
rNPUT+0,N$

cl,osE+0
PRINT N$
END

When this program is RUN, the data in record 1 will be revealed.
GET + must always be followed by INPUT +. INPUT without a
GET + statement will result in a null string being returned.
In order to GET a particular record, DOS uses the length parameter to calculate the number of bytes occupied by all the preceding
records. As a random file progresses and a new sector is allocated,
then the whole of that sector will be divided up into 'boxes' awaiting
data. It is therefore possible, using a GET command, to go beyond
the end of a random file, in this case a null string would be returned.
Any subsequent GET statements that are either equal to or lower
than the highest PUT record, will reset the end of file flag (SYS 0-2,
see Appendix D).
The next program demonstrates writing to several records in the
file "MAILING LIST'I:

f

10 REM ACCESS 10 RECORDS IN MAILING LIST
20 OPEN "R", # 0, 'MAILING LIST'
30 FOR C = 1TO 10
40 LINEINPUT "NAME: "; N$

s0 PUr+0

60 WRITE+0,N$
10 NEXT C
80 closE + 0
Lines 30 to 70 create a loop that WRITEs the information from
record I through to record 10. To retrieve records 1 to 10 and view
the data contained in them, you would use the following program:

10 REM RETRIEVE 1TO lO IN MAILING LIST
20 oPEN'R" # 0, "MAILING LIST'
30 FORC: lTO10
5l
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40 GEr+0
50 INPUT +0, N$
50 PRINT N$
60 NEXT C
70 cl,osE + 0
80 END

-.

** PLEASE NOTE **
Although 3 channels are available for use with text files, only 2
random-accessfiles may be OPEN at any one time, in channels 0 and

l.
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CHAPTER 8
THE DOS COMMANDS - CREATE
AND DO - WITH TEXT FILES
Use of the command CREATE allows you to convert any BASIC
program into a sequential text file. For example, if you had a BASIC
program in memory, and you wished to CREATE a file called
'ROOTS', the command-

OPBN'O,', +0, "ROOTS" :CREATE S0:CLOSE f,O
would convert the BASIC program into the file named "ROOTS", a
sequential text file on disk. Make sure when you do this, that there is
no text file of that name already existing, or it will be over-written if
it is not PROTECTed.
CREATE works in exactly the same way as the BASIC command
LIST except that it lists the program lines into a sequential text file
on disk instead of sending them to the screen.

OPEN'O', +0,'ROOTS":CREATE S0,10'20:CLOSE +0
would convert lines 10-20 inclusive to text and then to channel0 .

-

OPEN"0",+0,'ROOTS":CREATES0,-3O:CLOSE+0
and so on ...

.
,

The DOS command DO behaves in a similar manner to YOU the

of the keyboard. It receives its instructions
from a text file instead of from you. The text file may contain
user and takes control

commands or program lines including BASIC statements.
The following example shows you how to create a DO file named
'EXAMPLE" which will contain the following commands:

LIST 10,30
RUN /DOWN"
DIR

-

First of all you must write and save a BASIC program called

"DOWN'
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REM DOWN

10 PRINT

2O END

'DOWN IS THE OPPOSITE TO UP'

Next write and save the following program called 'MAKB DO
TEST'. Within this program you will create a text file named "EXAMPLE' which contains the three instructions that will later be
used by the DO command. As quotes within quotes are not allowed,
character string (3a) is used in the program.

1
5

REM MAKE DO TEST
QT$ = CHR$(34):REM QUOTE IN STRING

.

10 oPEN "0", fl, ',EXAMPLE',
20 WRITB+1, "LIST 10-30"
30 WRITE +1, 'RUN ' + QT$ + 'DOWN" + QT$:REM ADD
QUOTES

40 WRITE+I,'DIR"

s0 cl,osE+l

After you have SAYEd both these programs to disk, type
RUN 'MAKE DO TEST'
which brings the program 'MAKE DO TEST" into memory and
then creates the sequential text file "EXAMPLE'. Then type the
command

DO'EXAMPLE'and

you will

see

LIST 10,30

RUN'DOWN'
DOWN IS THE OPPOSITE TO UP
DIR
(and a list of your directory contents will appear).
At first glance you may not appreciate the true value of the DO
command, however- think about it. With it you can create a text file
containing parts of other programs or machine-language subroutines which may then be converted into BASIC and POKEd into
memory. Re-numbered parts of programs or subroutines may be
DOne anywhere into another program. If you have created a text file
program it may be DOne back into memory and then SAVEd as a
BASIC file onto disk.
Here is a program that will take a machine-language routine and
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BASIC program portion which may then be POKEd

10 REM EXAMPLE MCODE POKE
20 REM MAKES PROGRAM LINES OF MACHINE

CODE
SUBROUTINES .
30 OPEN "O", # 1, ',MCODE POKE',
40 LINNUM = 1000 : REM (or your starting place)
50 FOR PLACE = # A00 TO + A79 :REM (or wherever)
60 COUNTER = COUNTER + 1
10 IF COUNTER = 10 THEN COUNTBR = 1
80 IF COUNTER< > l THEN 120
e0 wRrTE #r,,,,,
100 WRITE sl, LINNUM;

110 LINNUM : LINNUM + 1
120 WRITE+1,'POKE"; PLACE;", "; PEEK(PLACE);": ";
130 NEXT PLACE
140 wRrrE #1,""
1s0 cl,osE+1
160 END

Line 40 should be altered according to the line number of your
BASIC program where you wish the POKEing program portion to
start.
Line 50 should contain the starting and ending decimal memory
locations of the machine-language portion that you wish to convert.
Once you have RUN the program, it will create the text file
"MCODE POKE'. You would now use the command

DO'MCODE POKE'
to place your machineJanguage portion into any other program
beginning at the previously specified line number.

DO'S AND DONT'S
Only one DO file may be OPEN at any one time. If a file being run
from a D0 command meets another DO instruction within that file,
the first DO file is immediately CLOSEd. Thereafter, it is the second
DO command that is being executed.
If there is a command, within a DO file to RUN a program, DO
will wait until the program has finished before executing the next DO
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file command. However, if a program is RUNning while a DO file is
OPEN, any INPUT statement in the program will take the next
record in the DO file as its response and ignore the keyboard. If that
next response should happen to be an immediate execution
command, then the command will be executed before the program
continues. The results as you can appreciate could be very
confusing.

tCTRLl C cannot stop the DO command in execution, however, a
program that is being RUN from within a DO file may be stopped

usinglCTRLIC.
You will receive the

message

?SYNTAX ERROR

if

any record within the DO file is invalid as a BASIC command or
program line, however, the next record will then be read in, so you
can therefore DO any text file whether or not it contains BASIC
statements.
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CHAPTER 9
MACH I N E.LANGUAGE

FI

LES

Machine-language consists of program instructions that are written in machine code. Obviously, the use of machine language as
compared to a highJevel language such as BASIC will speed up your
programs tremendously. The DOS commands SAVE, LOAD and
RUN which deal with the contents in your Oric computer's memory
when using BASIC, also apply when dealing with machine- language

files- with slight modification. These commands now become
MSAVE, MLOAD and MRUN. They perform similar functions,
but they deal with the contents of any portion of Oric's memory in
it's raw binary form.
A BINARY file is composed of basic units of computer storagecalled 'bits', in other words, it is a bit-for-bit copy of information
that was stored in a specific range of Oric memory locations. These
locations may have contained a machine-language program or perhaps a bit-mapped high-resolution graphics picture.
The parameters A and E are used in conjunction with machinelanguage file commands:

:
:
E
A

the starting address
the end address oflast byte

fiust as Oric's CSAVE " ",Axxx, Exxx)

MSAVE
The MSAVE command creates a named
contents of a segment of memory-

file and stores all the

MSAVE "file name", A +4000, E +6000
The A parameter specifies the starting address (in either decimal
or hexadecimal) of the portion of bytes that is to be stored onto disk
from memory.
The E parameter specifies the end of the memory portion to be
stored.
The hash sign $ must precede an address expressed in hexadecimal
(otherwise it will assume to be in decimal).
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the A parameter is less than 0 or greater than 65535, an

?ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR
message will appear.
MLOAD
The MLOAD command puts into Oric's memory the contents
the specified file. For

example

of

MLOAD "file name" (, A#4000)
The MLOAD command will not erase a BASIC program already
in memory, unless the data is MLOADed into the particular portion
of memory containing your program.
If the A parameter is used, then the BINARY file's contents will
replace a portion of the existing contents in Oric's memory- beginning at the start of the address. If the A parameter is not used, then the
files contents will be returned to the same locations in Oric's memory

from which

it

was originally MSAYEd. However, a machine-

language file may no longer be executable if it is moved to a memory
location different than the one from which it was saved.

MRUN
The syntax for MRUN is the same as for MLOAD:

MRUN "file name" (, A+4000)
The command MRUN does, in fact, an MLOAD. If the A parameter is used, the file's contents are placed into Oric's memory
beginning at the start of the address location specified. If the A parameter is not used, the files contents are returned to the same location
in Oric's memory from which they were originally MSAVEd.
MRUN, after it has MLOADed the file (which should be a machinelanguage program), does a machine-language jump (JMP) to the
start of the address location. The program will then be executed
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CHAPTER 10
THE WORD PROCESSOR
The "WORD PROCESSOR' is one of the utility programs on the
Master Disk, with it you can write, edit, and print letters, memos, or
documents of any kind. It will edit textual files that are held on disk,
which may then be printed out via the printer attached to your Oric.
It will enable you to find a particular line (or string of characters)

within your text which may require editing. Should you wish to
change a particular word within your text, for example, changing the
name 'Smith' to 'Jones', the processor will oblige not only on the
first occurence of the word but, if you should so wish, on all future
occurences.

The Word Processor will hold one file at a time. However, since
only a proportion of this can be shown on the Oric screen (40
columns x 24 rows) the screen acts as a 'window' onto the page of
text. (See fig.7)
Upon entry into the Edit mode, the Oric screen will change to
display the aforementioned 'window' on the text. The Oric will now
accept any character typed in from the keyboard and, with the
exception of a few, will put them into the edit file. The few
"reserved" characters perform special functions which will be
discussed later.

is typed onto text, it replaces the one under the
cursor and the cursor moves one place to the right.

If any character

COMMANDS IN THE EDIT MODE
TCTRL] B

This takes the edit cursor to the first character of the first line on
the current file, and as such, sets the 'window' to the top left-hand
corner of the text.
TCTRL] E

This takes the edit cursor to the first character of the last line on
the current file, and as such, sets the 'window' to the bottom lefthand corner of the text.
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TCTRL] Q
Quits the Editor.
TCTRL] F

A useful command, this one. It will find for you any string of

characters and then print out the first following line in which the
'string'occurs. After typing the command[CTRL] F

FIND:

will appear on your

screen. You must then type in the relevant
string, followed byt RETURNI. The edit cursor will then be sent to
the first character of that string.
TCTRL] R

If

you should wish to change one name (or any string of char-

acters) in your text for another, it is quite simple to do so using the
above command. Type[ CTRL] R and

REPLACE:

will appear on your screen. You must now type in the string which
is to be replaced, followed byt RETURNI. The next question to
appear on your screen will be:
WITH:
Your new replacement string must now be typed in followed by
TRETURN].

If you do not type in the second string in answer to WITH: but

press[ RETURN]- then this command merely deletes the next
occurence of the first string.

ICTRL]

S

This command will cause the word SAVE to appear on your
screen. You may then type in the name of the the current edit file in
order to SAVE it to disk.
TCTRL]L
Upon typing this command, the word LOAD will appear on your
screen. You may then type in the name of the file that you wish to
LOAD from the disk into memory.

6l
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TCTRL]P
Well, you've edited your file and now you're ready to commit it to
paper.[ CTRL] P sends the entire current file to the printer. The edit
curser will be at the end of the last page.

TCTRL]N
Behaves in the same way as the BASIC command NEW-

it

clears

the memory in your Oric. Upon use of this command the message

ARE YOU SURE (Y/NX

will appear on your screen. You must type Y if you wish to clear
the memory; N if you have changed your mind.
RESERVED CHARACTERS

IESCI

This key causes the cursor to fill the remainder of the
current tab-field with spaces. The Editor has 8 character tab-fields.

IDELI
ICTRLI

D

ICTRLII

Deletes the character

to the left of the cursor and
it.

moves the rest of the text up to replace

Deletes the whole line in which the cursor is present
and moves the rest of the file up to compensate.

Toggles Insert Mode. When in this mode, the text
***INSERT*** appears at the bottom of the screen
and characters typed are inserted before the character under the cursor rather than overstriking it.

Now you have all the information required to use your Word processor, so why not have a go! Type

MRUN "WORD PROCESSOR/
this will put you into Edit mode. Then

ICTRLI L "file name"
When you LOAD a file into the Word Processor an automatic
NEW is performed which clears previous memory.
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when you have finished writing or editing the current file and
wish to SAVE it to disk tYPe
tCTRLl S "file name"
If no further file is required tYPe
TCTRL] Q
and you

will find that you have quit the Processor'
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APPENDIX A
CONTROL CHARACTERS
ICTRLI A- copies text on screen, from current cursor position.
ICTRLI C- allows you to break out of a program.
ICTRLI D- scrolls one line at a time on the screen.
ICTRLI E- clears from current cursor position to end of line.
ICTRLI F - clears from current cursor position to end of page.
ICTRLI G- sounds the'bell'.
ICTRLI H- cursor left (non-destructive).
ICTRLI I- cursor right (non-destructive).
ICTRLI J- line-feed.
ICTRLI K- cursor up (non-destructive).

-

ICTRLI L- sends a form feed (clear screen).
ICTRLI M- does an active carriage return.
ICTRLI S- halts output to V.D.U.
codes from [CTRL] L to ICTRLI Z (excepting
ICTRLI M and[ CTRL] S) may be entered into BASIC input lines.

All Control
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ESCAPE KEY CODES
IESCI 1- toggles sound

onloff.

tESCl 2- toggles printer on,/off.

IESCI3- forces Capital mode.
IESCI 4- homes cursor without clearing screen.

IESCI5- selects NORMAL mode.
IESCI6- selects INVERSE mode.
IESCI @- selects BLACK foreground.
IESCI A- selects RED foreground.
IESCI B- selects GREEN foreground.
IESCI C- selects YELLOW foreground.
[ESCI D- selects BLUE foreground.
IESCI E- selects MAGENTA foreground.
IESCI F- selects CYAN foreground.
IESCI G- selects WHITE foreground.
IESCI H- standard character set.
IESCI I- alternate character set.
IESCI J- standard character set, double height.
IESCI K- alternate character set, double height.
IESCI L- standard character set, normal height, flashing.
IESCI M- alternate character set, normal height, flashing.
IESCI N- standard character set, double height, flashing.
IESCI O- alternate character set,double height, flashing.
IESCI P- selects BLACK background.
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IESCI Q- selects RED background.
IESCI R- selects GREEN background.
IESCI S- selects YELLOW backgroundIESCI T- selects BLUE background.

-

IESCI U- selects MAGENTAbackground.
IESCI V- selects CYAN background.
IESCI W- selects WHITE background.

Escape codes may be entered into BASIC input lines provided
that they are within quotes and not forgetting that they do not physi-

All

cally appear on the screen.
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APPENDIX C
ERROR MESSAGE CODES
1.

WRITE PROTECT ERROR

Tried to perform a 'WRlTE-orientated' command to a writeprotected disk.
2. BAD INPUT ERROR
In ERROR mode, attempted to enter a string when a number was

required.
3. NULL INPUT ERROR
In ERROR mode, aIRETURNI without input has been made.
4. BAD READ ERROR
Corrupt data, remove disk, replace and try again.
5. DRIVE ERROR
Causes: no disk, no drive, drive not ready, drive door open on 5.25
drive.
7. FORMAT ERROR
DOS tried to format new disk 30 times and failed- buy new disk.
8. FILE NOT FOUND ERROR

DOS looked, could not find file. Wrong name or file does not exist.
9. FILE TYPE MISMATCH ERROR
Commands used which are not compatible with file type.
10. DUPLICATE FILE NAME ERROR
Existing file on disk of the same name but different file type.
11- DISK FULL ERROR
Self-explanatory.

12. FILE PROTECTED ERROR

Tried to perform a 'WRlTE-orientated' command to a PROTECTed file.
13. CHANNEL MODE ERROR
Used wrong command for mode specified,

channel.
68
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f

I

14- PRINTER NOT READY ERROR
Unlike other ERRORs, it is possible to CONT, once printer is put on
line.

ls-t crRll c ATTEMPT ERROR
t Break
out during ERROR mode is not allowed.

!

0 rc-NExr wITHour FoR ERRoR
Self-explanatory.

L

I

TI- SYNTAX ERROR
Incorrect punctuation, etc.

2718- RETURN WITHOUT

GOSUB ERROR

Self-explanatory.

ta

i3
{C

rq- our oF DArA ERRoR
Tried to READ past the end of the DATA list.
zo- TLLEGAL eUANTITY
Out of range parameter.

ERRoR

2l- OVERFLOWERROR
'i A larger number than allowed has occurred during a calculation.
i ) zz- our oF MEMoRY ERRoR
t,t

Self-explanatory.

t]

I

23. UNDEF'D STATEMENT ERROR

Non-existant line number has been requested with GOTO, THEN or
GOSUB.

: * 24. BAD SUBSCRIPT ERROR

Attempt has been made to reference a non-existant array element.

\"!

) 2I-REDIM'D ARRAY BRRoR

Attempt to redimension an array previously dimensioned.

13:
t

i

26.

DIVISION BY ZERO ERROR

Impossible request has been made!

^ II.ILLEGAL

DIRECT ERROR
A statement such as INPUT has been used

as a

direct command from

keyboard.
I

.:

j

28. DISPLAY TYPE MISMATCH ERROR
Attempt to DRAW in TEXT mode or similar mistake.
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i6P

zg-rYPE MISMATcH ERRoR
Attempt to assign a string to a numeric variable or vice versa.

.1i

30- STRTNG TOO LONG ERROR
Strings must be no longer than 254 characters.
31. FORMULA TOO COMPLEX ERROR
More than two IF,/THEN statements in one line.

, if

32- CAN'T CONTINUE ERROR
Attempt to continue a program after a line has been added or
deleted.

I ?q $- uNDBFTNED FUNCTToN ERRoR
Attempt to use a function that has not been previously defined.

746

BAD uNTrL ERRoR
Control has encountered an UNTIL statement before a REPEAT

34-

statement.
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APPENDIX D
SYS CODES
SYS(0)- end of file, channel0.

SYS(l)- end of file, channel

l.

SYS(2)- end of file, channel2.
SYS(4)- CAPS mode on.
SYS(S)- last key pressed was an arrow key.

_

SYS(6)- currently executing in DO mode.
SYS(7)- last disk access revealed disk in drive.
SYS(8)- current ERROR number.

-

SYS(9)-

keyboard'blip' on.

SYS(10)- gives number of tracks on current drive.
SYS(11)- printer echo on (seet ESC) 2).
SYS(12)- current drive number.
SYS(13)- VPOS (vertical position of cursor) 0 to 27 .
SYS(14)- HPOS (horizontal pos. of cursor) 0 to 39, replaces BASIC
POS function.

-

SYS(16)- LPOS, returns current printer head position.
SYS(17)SYS(20)-

LWIDTH, returns current printer width.
MEMTYP, true for 64K Oric (false for 56K Oric).

SYS(22)- currently executing an ERROR handling sub-routine.
SYS(24) to SYS(127)- returns 0.
SYS(128)- current ERROR line.
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APPENDIX E
TRACK AND SECTOR ALLOCATION
ORDER
Each diskette surface contains 40 tracks. Two tracks are reserved for
DOS and one for the Directory, leaving 37 tracks for the user. Each
track contains I sectors of 512 bytes, therefore, 440 sectors of
220K, or 225,280 bytes are available to the user on each surface of

I

the diskette.
The sectors are filled starting with sector $B ($ hexadecimal) and
working back to $1. Tracks are filled starting with track $27 and
working backwards to track $2 (the outermost track that is available
to the user) not forgetting that track $14 is reserved for the Directory.

:

SIDE A

ID

WRITE.

POSIT

ION

ROTECT HOLES

ID

NOTCHES

ACCESS SLOT
TRACK $O - $1
(DOS}

TRACK $27
(4F 80)
TBACKS $15-$26

(U-F STORAGE)
TRACK $14-

PROTECTIVE
CAS ING

(DIRECTORY)

TRACKS $2-$13

(U-F STORAGE)
INDEX

FIG.8
72
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APPENDIX

F

ZERO PAGE VECTORS
MANVBC Locations 0,1
Pointer to File Manager
Acc.A : CALL code
on Return
A cc.X : ERROR
C: I if ERROR: C:0 if OK
OUTVEC Locations 2,3
Routine to turn I/O Acc.A
to screen (or other device)

j

INVEC Locations 4,5
Routine to gather a
character into Acc.A
no registers corrupted
RWTVEC Locations 6,7
Pointer to RWTS
routine to R/W
sector information
from disk
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APPENDIX G
MEMORY USAGE MAP
-

INTERNAL DOS BUFFER

$FFF8
EFBF 8

NORMAL ORIC ROM

-

!

RANDOM BUFFER+F

FIG

1

NORMAL ORIC BOM

9

ROM ON SOME VERS, OF
ON OTHERS (SEE SYS)

OBICl.

$E6A8
$E448
$E1000

RAM

-

$1000

HIRES AND TEXT MEMORY AREA

-

HIRES CHAF SET AREA

$A000
$9900

DOS

,OO
HIM

EM

MAY
AY

BE SET

AT

ANY OF THESE
TH
PLACES

G
RESU LT ING

IN

BUFF ER

#

o

BUFFER #

I

BUFFER #
RANDoM BUFFER lt o

z

sEo. TExr BUFFER
SEO' TEXT

THEIR

SEQ. TEXT

LOSS OF SPEC.USE.
S]
OOS SETS

$3FF$330-

F

IME

E

-

$31O-

$300-

74

s6A00
$6800
$6600
$6400
$6200
$6000

PROGBAM AREA

FREE I/O
DOS'S FDC

$320

-

LINE INPUT BUFFEB

I/O

PAGE

OOS,S ULA

INTERNAL I/O

6522 VtA

PAGE 2. DOS T BASIC SYSTEM VAB.

PAGE

1. PROC.

STACK

ZEBO PAGE SYSTEM USAGE

-

sosoo
$

o4oo

s0300
$0200
$0100

$o0oo

COMMAND SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF DOS COMMANDS
(the use of
file name)

" " after commands indicates

FORMAT "

DIR

"

the requested presence of a

initialises a blank diskette for use.

A

formatted

diskette will boot DOS.
shows you the contents of a disk. The file names
appear in a directory with DRo ... SECTORS FREE
message on the bottom, revealing the amount of

left on your disk, in the specified drive.
transfers the current program in memory to disk,
and saves it there with the use of a file name.
loads a specified file from disk into memory, where
it may be viewed on your T.V. screen or Monitor.
space

SAVE'
LOAD

-

l'*

'

''

"

:,xT,:11'#'ffi'ffi'[1',::',r;',::lm

rnes

instead of :REM.

MSAVE

MLOAD

-

for use with machine-language files.
MRUN
RENAME "old" TO "new"
enables the changing of a file name from one title to
another, providing that the new title is not the same
as a file name already held on disk.
ER {58 ' '
deletes a specified file from disk, thereby setting free
the sectors for further usage.
PROTECT " " locks a file and protects it from being accidentally
written-over or ERASEd.
FREE "
releases a PROTECTed file.
VERIFY verifies any file on disk.
VTAB
allows you to set a vertical tab.
HTAB
allows you to set a horizontal tab.
WINDOW allows independant scrolling windows to be set up
on the text screen.
75
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INVERSE

changes the foreground and background colours to

NORMAL

opposite number.
reverts back to normal colour conditions.

ON ERROR

RESUME

avoids the halting

of a program

when an error

occurs.

LWIDTH
SYS
SWAP

width space for printer.
function which returns SYStem variables.
exchanges the values of 2 variables.
LINE INPUT inputs entire line (up to 240 characters) into a string
variable.
sets

TEXT FILE COMMANDS
OPEN "mode", f (No.), " "
opens a specified sequential file for READing or
WRITEing to in "O", ul' or "A" mode.
OPEN"R', S (No.), tt tt,L
opens a specified random-access file for READing
or WRITEing to.
CLOSE #(No.)closes file and channel after use.
CLOSE closes all files after use.
INPUT#(No.)enables data to be read from specified channel
number.
WRITE #(No.)enables the writing of information to specified channel number.
LINE INPUT S inputs an entire line into a string variable.
GET +
will get any specified records from a random-access
fite.
puts data into specified records in random-access
PUT #
files.
CREATE ' ' converts a BASIC file into a text file.
DO' '
creates keyboard input from a sequential text file,
instead of the user.
TYPE ' '
allows the viewing of a text file without LOAD and
RUN.
76

INDEX
-AA (Address) parameter
57, 58

"A" append mode

-Bback up disk

48

-storage
drives 7
10

-care

-installation
drives
-mutiple 34
DlRectory

BASIC commands l1
BIN see DlRectory
binary files 57
booting 29,30
bytes 45,57

files 53-55
-creating 53-55
DOS (disk operating
system)

,8

CALL 2I
caps lock 19
carriage return 44,45

channels 42,43
cl-osE
47,48
command summary

#

75

control keys 19,29,65
copying a disk 25,26
C.R.T. noise 25

CREATE

53

11

summary
-commandusage 74
-memory
drive option 37
duplicating

7

disks

-E-

E (end address)

-DD (Drive) parameter 37
see

diskettes

7

text files

of 10,25
34
-DIR format
72
-care

-sector

30,3I
-FORMAT
and removal

-insertion
29,30

75

26

parameter

MSAVE
-With
edit mode 59
ERASE 35,39,40

57

57

error codes 68
keys 19-21,29, 66

ESCape

-Ffields 46
file
see

data files:

9

DO

26

BAS see DlRectory

-ccable

29

disk

text

-data:files

53
-DO
-machine-language
files 57
-names 26,31,38
file

-random-access
text

file

50
43

-sequential
files 4l
-text
file buffer 42,48
FILE NOT FOUND

35

FILE PROTECTED

27
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FILE TYPE

4I

MISMATCH _N_

NORMAL

FORMAT 30,3I
FREE 27
function keys 18

-O_
"O" output mode 43,44
oNERROR.. t4-t6
ON..RESTORE

-G_
GET# 50,51
greeting

OPEN#

program 3l

_H_
hexadecimal notation

HTAB 14

57

-PPAPER

ANd

POKE 22
pRINT 22

-I-"I" input mode 43
access a

Drompt

record

sequential

use'light
"in-with

45

files 43

30
INPUT Zl
INPUT+ 45,48,51
INVERSES 13
_J_
JMP

(iump)

58

49

bpEN,R, 50
LINE IMpUT L6
_with

LrNE rNPUT

#

11

27

string

16

50

-v-^quotation

marks

38

D

-"*

random

mode

random-access text

49

files

RESTORE 22
RESUME 14-16
return character 44

RUN

32,33,38, 39

4t

LOAD 32,33,38
LWIDTH 17

-s-SAVE 32,33,38
sector

-Mmachine-language files 51
memoryusagemap 74
MSAVE 57
MLOAD 58
MRUN 58
78

INK

ffiiii"rf,it,

r
L (length parameter

if

irUf

22

43,47

PROTECT

-to

13

map

72

sequential text

files

43

disk

29

quote 75
SWAP 16
syntax 37,38
SYS 17,71
single

System Master

49

-Ttext files 4l
random-access 49
-see sequential 4I
-see
track and sector allocation
72

TYPE

48

-uunpacking

8

upper and lower

-vVERIFY
VTAB

case l9

35

L4

-wwrNDow

11-13

Word Processor 59

wRrTE

#

48

random files
-with50,51
sequeutial files

-with43,4,46

write-protecting 27,28

-zZercpagevectors
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